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ABSTRACT

An evaluation of the containment response to ex-vessel core meltdown
accidents in the Fast Flux Test Facility is discussed. Particular attention
is given to the possibility of the molten fuel/steel mixture remaining in a
molten form after entering the reactor cavity. For the molten pool configura-
tions considered, significant Hg concentrations were reached in the RCB
before the reactor cavity floor was penetrated. The melt-front impacts the
pressure transient, not through gas generation, but through penetration into
the unlined subcavity resulting in an enhanced sodium-concrete reaction.
Hence, if H£ recombination is neglected, then steps would have to be taken
to decrease the Hg concentration before the RCB design pressure is reached.
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This paper contains an assessment of the containment margins available in

the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) to mitigate the consequences of a postu-

lated failure of in-vessel post-accident heat removal (PAHR) following a hypo-

thetical core-disruptive accident (HCDA). It should be emphasized that mecha-

nistic HCDA analysis^1'2) concluded that failure of PAHR would not occur and

•that the resulting disrupted fuel configurations would be cool able and perma-

nently retained in the reactor vessel^). However, in spite of these conclu-

sions, the availability of further safety margins against postulated failure

of PAHR was assessed in a series of reports, which culminated in the publica-

tion of the containment margins report for the FFTF^).

In Reference 4, two general configurations resulting from failure of in-

vessel PAHR were postulated. The first {termed in-vessel) assumes a complete

loss of heat sink subsequent to a HCDA. It is also assumed that the core de-

bris remains inside the vessel and that the decay heat is transferred to the

stagnant in-vessel sodium. The second configuration (termed ex-vessel)
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assumes that the core debris has melted through the reactor and guard vessels

and, along with the vessel sodium inventory, comes to rest on the floor of the

reactor cavity. Based on the analyses reported in Reference 4, it was con-

cluded that the FFTF containment would remain intact and effective for long

periods following the postulated core meltdown events, so that the radiologi-

cal doses following containment failure would be below 10 CFR Part 100 guide-

line values. Utilizing the CACECOf5) code, a series of analyses were per-

formed at BNL to determine the pressure and temperature response of the FFTF

containment assuming configurations (in-vessel and ex-vessel) similar to

those considered in Reference 4. The in-vessel cases have been reported

previously^), and this paper will concentrate on the ex-vessel configura-

tion.

In the ex-vessel configuration, the reactor vessel and guard vessel are

assumed to have Been breached in three hours following the HCDA so that the

entire sodium inventory, together with the entire active core, reside on the

reactor cavity floor.

Following reactor vessel and guard vessel melt-through, the evaluations

of the transient response of the reactor containment building (RCB) to various

meltdown scenarios and the resultant radiological doses are highly dependent

on a number of key assumptions, such as the fragmentation, self-leveling and

coolabiiity of the molten fuel/steel mixture entering the reactor cavity, the

potential failure and the extent of failure of the reactor cavity liner, and

the subsequent sodium and core material penetration into the exposed reactor

cavity concrete floor.

The assumption has usually been made in the past that the molten

fuel/steel mixture fragments in the reactor cavity and forms a self-leveling,
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sodium-flooded, cool able debris bed. If the steel liners are assumed to re-

main intact, and the decay heat is transferred directly from the debris bed to

the sodium, then a relatively benign scenario is predicted^) in which the

sodium pool never boils. The RCB was heated and pressurized by water vapor

driven out of the cavity concrete through the liner venting system and it was

determined that ^230 hours would be required to pressurize the RCB to the 10

psig pressure limit. However, for a similar meltdown configuration, the pres-

ent results indicate that boiling will occur after ^24 hours resulting in the

RCB pressure reaching 10 psig after ̂ 80 hours. The difference between the two

calculations appears to relate to a modeling assumption. The CACECO code,

used in Referfence 4, assumes that temperature equilibrium exists between the

sodium and reactor cavity atmosphere. During the preboiling heat-up phase,

the temperature equilibrium assumption creates a fictitiously high structural

heat sink in the gas space. Our results, which include modeling the non-

equilibrium conditions between the sodium pool and the gas space, show that

the structures in the gas space provide less of a heat sink during the preboil-

ing phase because of the lower gas temperatures in that region. We consider

the assumption of thermal equilibrium to be overly optimistic and have con-

sequently based our analysis on a nonequiiibrium condition between the sodium

poo"i and the gas space.

The assumptions that (following vessel melt-through) the molten

fuel/steel mixture will immediately fragment, self-level, and attain a cool-

able debris bed configuration are based on very limited experimental data^7)

obtained with small quantities of molten material (t>2 kg). In the absence of

experimental data of a sufficiently large scale to demonstrate the validity of

the above assumption, it was considered prudent to analyze the containment
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response and penetration into the cavity floor, assuming that the core debris

remains in a molten pool form. The assumption of a molten pool configuration

implies that there will be an early melting attack on the concrete during

heating and vaporization of the sodium. The CACECO code does not include a

melt front penetration model so that it was necessary to use codes developed

to analyze melt/concrete interactions in conjunction with CACECO to predict

the containment response. Various initial molten pool configurations were

assumed, and existing melt front penetration codes (GROWS(&) and INTERS))

were used to analyze the interaction of the fuel/steel mixture with the

concrete floor. Accordingly, analysis of core debris configurations was

carried out in two stages; namely, a melt front analysis and a containment

response analysis.

The consequences of early molten fuel/concrete interactions during

heating of the overlying sodium pool have been identified as possible causes

of early cavity floor collapse or more severe containment response due to the

additional gases released from the decomposing concrete. The GROWS code

basically models only pool growth, and it was therefore used as a comparison

against the more sophisticated INTER code, which considers gas release from

the concrete, as well as oxidation processes. The calculations carried out

with GROWS were, therefore, restricted to molten pool penetration into the

reactor cavity floor. The more detailed INTER calculations were used to

predict both penetration into the reactor cavity floor and, after collapse,

the subsequent penetration into the subcavity concrete. In addition, gas and

energy releases from the decomposing concretes, as determined by INTER, were .

used as input to CACECO to predict the containment response. It should be

stressed that both of these models are in the early stages of development with
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respect to predicting the extent of penetration of core debris into concrete.

However* the models are sufficiently well developed to provide a useful tool

in performing sensitivity analyses to explore the importance of various para-

meters, and it *s in precisely this manner that these codes were used.

The details of the melt frort penetration analysis are presented in

Reference 10. Only a summary will be presented here. Because of the un-

certainties in some of the core meltdown phenomena, the melt front analysis

was carried out in a parametric fashion with the use of the GROWS and INTER

computer codes. Key parameters which are found to be important in determin-

ing the rate and extent of molten core debris penetration into concrete are

upward/downward heat split, extent of spreading of the melt over the lower

cavity concrete floor, oxide/metallic phase mass ratio and relative position,

and the fnterfacial heat transfer coefficients (i.e., metal to concrete and

oxide to concrete). Table 1 presents a summary of the results for the time to

penetrate 85 cm of the reactor cavity floor (assumed failure point) as pre-

dicted by the GROWS and INTER codes. These calculations are for a 50/50

percent heat split for the amount of decay heat that goes into heating up

overlying sodium versus that fraction which goes downward to heating up the

underlying concrete. Based on Reference 11, this is considered to be a rea-

sonable assumption for core melt-concrete interactions. As is evident from

Table 1, the time to penetrate the cavity floor is ^ery sensitive to the

extent to which the melt spreads over the cavity floor. It was considered

reasonable to assume that the melt would spread over at least 50 percent of

the area of the cavity floor directly between the guard vessel support skirt.

Accordingly, the GROWS code and the INTER code results indicate that penetra-

tion of the cavity floor would occur in about 30 to 50 hours respectively.
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The containment response to several ex-vessel core melt scenarios were

evaluated assuming the core debris to be in a molten pool form. These

calculations were performed by coupling the INTER and CACECO codes. The gas

generation resulting from decomposed concrete, as predicted*-from INTER, was

input to CACECO to determine this effect on the containment transient. The

effect of the gas addition from the decomposed concrete on the containment

transient was minimal. This is due primarily to the low CO? content of

decomposed basaltic type FFTF concrete.

Due to the existence of an unlined subcavity situated below the reactor

cavity in the FFTF, it was necessary to approach the problem in two stages.

The first stage consisted of a melting attack on the floor of the reactor

cavity. The assumption was made that the floor of the cavity would fail when

the melt front arrived within 15 cm of the subcavity (MS5 cm into the cavity

floor mat). This criterion was used to determine (from the appropriate INTER

computer code runs) the point at which the first stage terminated and the

second stage began. The second stage consisted of a melt attack of the molten

pool on the subcavity floor together with a sodium chemical attack on the

vertical concrete walls of the subcavity.

A parametric study was performed by assuming various fractions of the

total decay heat to be transmitted downward in the melting attack. The

previously discussed case of an intact liner was taken as the zero-downward-

heat-flux case (i.e., all of the decay heat goes directly into heating up the

sodium). In addition, two cases, one assumsing 50 percent downward heat

transfer and the other assuming 100 percent downward heat transfer, were run.

The appropriate heat split was specified to the INTER code which calculated

the melt front progression, the gas generation, and the secondary upward heat
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transport (via the ejected gases). It was determined that the gases gener-

ated from the decomposing concrete are independent of the growth pattern and

dependent only on the upward/downward heat split. Therefore, the gas genera-

tion rate predicted by INTER could be related to a simplified version of the

GROWS code. In the case where 100 percent of the heat was directed downward,

the cavity floor was penetrated within 13 hours, and for the 50 percent case,

it was penetrated in 32 hours; for both these cases, the core melt debris was

assumed to be spread over 50 percent of the floor area directly between the

guard vessel support skirt, and the results are based on a simplified version

of the GROWS code in which the radial and downward heat fluxes are assumed

equal.

A summary of the containment response results is presented in Table 2.

The important input parameters are included together with the times required

to reach the reactor containment building limits. The first case shown in

Table 2 assumes, after melt-through, that the molten fuel/steel mixture frag-

ments in the reactor cavity and forms a self-leveling, sodium-flooded, cool-

able debris bed. For the cool able debris bed, intact liner case, a best esti-

mate of the time-to-sodium boiling is 24 hours, resulting in the reactor con-

tainment building reaching its design pressure in 80 hours. The other0cases

shown in Table 2 assume the core debris to remain in a molten pool form after

melt-through. It should be noted that for the molten pool configurations

considered, the reactor containment building hydrogen concentration limit was

reached before the pressure limit. This is due primarily to the large quan-

tity of water released from the decomposing concrete in the reactor cavity.

Apparently, the rapidity with which the cavity floor mat is penetrated is the

most significant consideration in the containment pressure transient. This is

due to the overwhelming effect of the sodium-concrete reaction on the sodium
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heating and vaporization rates. When the cavity floor concrete is penetrated,

sodium is allowed to contact the bare concrete in the subcavity resulting in

an acceleration of the sodium heating rate. The greater the downward heat

flux the sooner will this penetration occur and the sooner will the sodium-

concrete reaction come into play. The times at which the containment pressure

reaches 10 psig for the 0 percent down, 50 percent down, and 100 percent down

cases were 80, 40, and 26 hours, respectively.

The ex-vessel FFTF containment margins evaluations discussed briefly

above and reported in more detail in Reference 10, are considered to envelop

the range of outcomes of possible core melt scenarios assuming the core debris

to remain in a molten pool form. The results are compared with a case for

which the debris bed is assumed cool able and the reactor cavity liners remain

intact. A further configuration in which the debris bee is coolable, but the

liner is assumed to fail, has not been discussed (although Reference 10

includes an analysis of this configuration). If the 'liner fails and the

debris bed remains cool able, then the resulting sodium-concrete reaction is

extremely important, and the rate and extent of this reaction is at present

the subject of some debate. An assessment of the state of technology on

sodium-concrete interactions is included in Appendix C of Reference 12.

The significance of the above cases in which the core debris is assumed

to exist in a molten pool configuration, is that the production of H£ is

greater than for the cool able debris bed configuration. For all of the molten

pool configurations considered, Kg concentrations of 4% were reached in the

RCB before the reactor cavity floor was penetrated. It was noted above that

the time at which the cavity floor is penetrated is the most significant con-

sideration in the containment pressure transient, so that it is concluded for
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the molten pool configuration that steps would have to be taken to decrease

the Hg concentration before the containment design pressure is reached. The

present analysis, however, did not consider the possibility of hydrogen re-

combination, which is also the subject of considerable debate (see References

13 through 16).
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TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF INTER AND GROWS (ASSUMING a = 0.5)

CODE
USED

INTER

GROWS

INTER*

•GROWS**

INTER

GROWS

FRACTION OF
FLOOR INSIDE
SKIRT INITIAL
OCCUPIED BY

POOL

0.04

0.05

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

CONDITIONS" AT 85 CM VERTICAL PENETRATION

TIME
. (HOURS)

15.2

6.8

51.5

31.7

68.0

63.7

DIAMETER
POOL
(CM)

467

315

862

640

988

838

MASS CONCRETE
DECOMPOSED
(x 1Q3 KG) .

37

21

1 107

75

127

127

ASSUMING ORIGINAL INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS.

** ASSUMING EQUAL RADIAL AND DOWNWARD HEAT FLUXES,

o FRACTION OF DECAY HEAT TRANSFERRED TC SODIUM. .


